SANCTUARY
The sanctuary was newly built in 2005 and will seat up to 300 guests. There are five
aisles, including a center aisle. The spacious platform will easily accommodate
wedding parties and decorations. You may provide a minister or request an inhouse licensed minister to perform the ceremony.
An additional $150 deposit must be made to reserve the facility and will be refunded to you when everything has been returned to its proper place.
This includes, but is not limited to instruments, chairs, pulpit, etc.
We will provide a Facilities Coordinator to help you with all of your
needs before, during, and after the wedding. The Facilities Coordinator will point out how to restore the sanctuary to its proper state.

Donation of $500

RECEPTION AREA
The Reception Area is also newly built and spacious enough to seat *500 comfortably.
You are welcome to use all available tables and folding chairs for your reception. You
are also welcome to use the industrial sized kitchen, conveniently connected to the
reception area.
An additional $150 deposit must be made to reserve the facility
and will be returned when all tables and chairs are stored and the
kitchen and reception areas are clean. The Facilities Coordinator
will be on hand to help you find what you need to make your reception memorable.
Custom wedding cakes are priced at $150 and above. A full brochure is available.

Donation of $500

VIDEO AND PHOTO
VIDEO
Videographer (including 1 DVD) ......................................................................................................................................................... $150
Video Extras
Extra camera angle ................................................................................................................................................................................. $25
Additional DVDs.............................................................................................................................................................................$15/each
Rehearsal ................................................................................................................................................................................................... $25
Projection for reception........................................................................................................................................................................... $30
Slideshow presentation (must have pictures 4 weeks prior to the wedding) ................................................................................ $75
Due to liability issues, only a technician from ACC may operate the video / projection equipment.

PHOTO
Photographer .......................................................................................................................................................................................... $200
Includes during wedding pictures, wedding party and family poses, up to 3 rolls. Bride and groom keep all proofs. (Does not include price of developing.)

Photo Extras
Film (per roll) .............................................................................................................................................................................................. $10
Rehearsal ................................................................................................................................................................................................... $15
Photo developing and packages are available....................................................................................... Price varies with package

MUSIC AND SOUND
Audio technician ................................................................................................................. $30

The audio technician will be available for rehearsal, before the wedding, and during the wedding. Due
to liability issues, only a technician from ACC may operate the equipment.

Musician ................................................................................................................................ $50

The musician will be available for rehearsal, before the wedding, and during the wedding. You may provide your own musician at no charge. There is a Hammond organ and Roland digital keyboard in the
sanctuary. The musician may also play the baby grand piano in the foyer before/after the wedding.

Music Extras
Learning new song .............................................................................................................. $10
Practicing with soloist............................................................................................................................................................................... $10
Vocalist (per song) ................................................................................................................................................................................... $10
Music and microphones for the reception .......................................................................................................................................... $20

RULES AND POLICIES
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No tobacco, alcohol, or drugs are permitted in the buildings.
Bottles of water and breath mints are the only food or drink permitted in the Sanctuary.
Music during the wedding and/or reception must be Christian music or the lyrics must be approved in advance.
Only push pins or straight pins may be used to attach decorations to the chairs in the Sanctuary.
Only scotch tape or specifically labeled “clean release” tape may be used to attach decorations to the walls.
The platform may be cleared for the ceremony with the exception of the organ and leslie.
Due to our Biblical stand concerning dancing, no dance floor will be permitted in the reception. We do allow a fatherdaughter dance and a bride and groom dance.
No animals except service animals will be permitted in the buildings.
No vulgar or distasteful decorations will be permitted.
Rice and birdseed are permitted, but silly string is prohibited as it may damage and litter property.
Everything must be returned to its original places before the deposit will be refunded. We will make every effort to refund the
deposit within one week of the wedding date.
Anything broken/stained will be charged to your account and due the day of the wedding.
You will be given a code to give you access to the building one day before the wedding and the day of the wedding.
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